Royal
Treatment

Board the new
Maharajas’
Express for a
pampered train
trek through
India you won’t
soon forget.
Personal valets,
sitar players,
gold-handled
mugs, fine silk
scarves — even
hungry tigers
(well, maybe).
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india by rail:
Clockwise from top
left, Bengal tigers at
Bandhavgarh National
Park; service befitting a
maharaja; a Khajuraho
temple sculpture; the
holy city of Varanasi; the
Maharajas’ Express
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equipped. The rooms have
individual climate controls,
closets, safes, private bathrooms
with showers, and energyefficient toilets. The beds are
permanent — not the fold-down
variety. Suites feature desks that
seat two. A valet on call 24 hours
a day mans each car.
P.P., the bartender, is not on
call for quite that many hours.
But whether he’s working in the
wickered Safari Bar or its leathery
cousin the Raja Club, I get the
feeling P.P. will pour gin and
tonics for as long as guests care
to drink. In my case, at the end
of our journey’s first day, that’s
just for a couple of hours. We’ve
traveled today from Delhi to Agra,
and are now rolling south toward
Gwalior, India’s 46th-largest city.
Population: 1.2 million.
As the train clatters over the
tracks, and bottles shimmy and
shake behind P.P., we talk about
many things. Kashmir politics.
India’s population problems.

The kebabs of Lucknow, where
P.P. is from. Gods. Devils. Gods
killing devils. P.P., a Hindu,
offers a lengthy tale about the
fourth incarnation of Vishnu,
who once killed a devil named
Hiranyakashipu. “The Lord
Vishnu was part-man, part-lion
in this incarnation,” P.P. explains.
I’m not sure if he is telling an
allegory or recounting something
he considers to have actually
happened. My confusion grows
when P.P. — who is literally tall,
dark, and handsome, and has
cheekbones that could chip ice
— tells us he’ll soon be part of an
arranged marriage to a woman
he’s met only once. I knew such
things still went on in India, but
I’m still surprised. Similarly, I
also knew that millions of poor
people live in this developing
country. Yet from the window
of my elegant junior suite, I
have seen scenes of poverty that
dumbfounded me. And, yet, on
our first off-train tour, I have also

seen something so magnificently
beautiful — the Taj Mahal —
that it nearly moved me to tears.
Already, I’ve had plenty of
enlightenment in India in the
first 12 hours of our trip.

Dinesh khanna (Prashant), paulo barata (train ), Iorio Gianni/SIME/4Corners (woman)

welcome
aboard:
Prashant
stands at
the ready to
serve you.

previous pages: Theo Allofs (tigers), paulo barata (porter and train),
Kshitize Agrawal/Dreamstime.com (temple), SIME/eStock Photo (VaranasI),

is name is
Prashant. “PRAH-shunt.” It’s simple, really.
But for some reason, it just doesn’t roll off
Western tongues — and he knows it. “So,”
says Prashant, the bartender aboard the
Maharajas’ Express, one of Asia’s most
expensive and most luxurious tourist trains,
“you may call me P.P.” Problem is, “P.P.”
seems like a silly name for a man who
stands 6-foot-3 — taller with his gold turban
on. But you could call him sillier things.
“Arthur,” for instance.
One passenger on board from London,
a guy who just bought a U.S. homeland
security company, is having trouble with
most every Indian name. “I’ve decided to call
that one Arthur,” Homeland Security Guy
says, pointing his gin and tonic at one of the
waiters in the train’s two dining cars. “I have
no idea how to pronounce his real name. Isn’t
that right, Arthur?”
“Arthur” raises no objections. After all,
who would argue with a maharaja? That’s
what we all are, more or less. The Homeland
Security Guy. The San Francisco Politicos
who are Friends of Bill (Clinton). The retired
Indian Air Force general and his wife. The
Polish businessman and his three teenage
kids. The two British widowers who want
everyone to know they are traveling together,
but not “together.” And my wife and I, who
are, admittedly, traveling “together.” All of
us are living like the royal maharajas of old,
traveling in comfort as this train rolls for
seven days and six nights through the cities
and farmland of northeastern India.
Or, at least, that’s the idea behind the
Maharajas’ Express, a $12 million luxury
train that started rolling down the tracks last
spring. Jointly developed by tour company
Cox & Kings and an Indian government
entity, the train is well-staffed — 58 workers
for a maximum of 88 guests — and well-

I

didn’t want to be here.
I travel for pleasure, a
lot. But I don’t do yoga.
I have not seen or read
Eat Pray Love. I have
only meditated once — during a
work retreat in a teahouse run
by an Indian guy who has played
bit parts in Wes Anderson movies,
including The Darjeeling Limited.
So, India’s spiritualism held little
interest to me. Besides, I believed
India to be crowded and chaotic
and confusing. So even though

Mark Twain called this place
“the most extraordinary country
that the sun visits on his rounds,”
India was not on my “To See” list.
That was before the Maharajas’
Express and several high-end
train tours like it came to be
across the subcontinent. Their
promise: If you’re willing to pay
for it, you can see the spiritualism
and the specialness and the chaos
and the crowds while skipping
the confusion. To be sure, the
Maharajas’ Express makes you
pay: A junior suite like mine runs
just more than $1,000 per person,
per night, more than twice what
India’s other high-end trains
charge. It’s also well above the
daily cost of other luxury tours,
in which guests see India by

best
seats:
View India
from a
deluxe
perch on
the train,
and get a
face-to-face
encounter
with the
country’s
culture.

planes, trains, and automobiles. But those
tours do not promise to convert you into a
maharaja — a class of Indian royalty that has
existed for centuries.
As such, other tours probably don’t begin
with high tea, champagne, and classical
Indian music on a hilltop above the Taj
Mahal, where, at sunset, the Muslim call to
prayer can be heard in the distance. At trip’s
end, they likely don’t hand out traditional
Indian clothes to guests and escort them
to a rooftop party at a real-life maharaja’s
Lucknow home. Nor are guests on most
other India tours welcomed at nearly every
stop with the kind of pomp and circumstance
that the Maharajas’ Express makes routine.
Red carpets are rolled out. Sitar players and
dancing troupes perform. Beautiful women
in beautiful saris dole out necklaces made of
fresh marigolds and apply tilakas — those red
dots — to foreheads.

All of us are living like the royal
maharajas of old, traveling in comfort
as the train rolls through India
s p r i n g 2011
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New Delhi

1 Leela Palace Kempinski:
This just-opened hotel grabs
attention with four restaurants,
an ESPA spa, rooftop infinity
swimming pool, fitness center,
whiskey and wine bar, tea lounge,
and more. Its 260 guest rooms
are extra spacious, with the Royal
Club rooms measuring 520
square feet. Rates from $550.
800-323-7500; theleela.com
1 Oberoi: One of New Delhi’s
oldest and best-regarded luxury
hotels, the Oberoi offers 283
rooms, some with views of
Humayun’s tomb, a top local
landmark. Its spa and wellness
center pampers with a dedicated
Ayurveda therapy room and
Vichy shower. Rates from $425.
800-562-3764; oberoihotels.com

sip cocktails in the Blue Bar, the
city’s best new bar, according
to the Hindustan Times. Rates
from $454. 866-969-1825;
tajhotels.com

Mumbai

1 Oberoi: This waterfront
pleaser has been extensively
renovated and restored since
the 2008 terrorists attacks in
Mumbai. Its 287 rooms now
feature oak floors and hightech touches like iPod docking
stations. Michelin-starred Chef
Vineet Bhatia heads up Ziya,

an Indian specialty restaurant.
Rates from $625. 800-562-3764;
oberoihotels.com
1 Taj Mahal Palace: Also
badly damaged by the terrorists,
this 560-room hotel reopened
last summer after a $37 million
renovation. Luxury suites have
been refurbished and upgraded,
and President Obama gave new
security measures his stamp of
approval when he booked the
entire property for a two-day stay
last November. Rates from $506.
866-969-1825; tajhotels.com — J.G.
Taj Mahal Palace, Mumbai

1 Taj Palace Hotel: A recent
renovation of this 402-room
jewel added the elegant
6,500-square-foot Tata Suite,
designed for the ultimate VIP
guests; and upgraded the Taj
Club level, where rooms come
with massive bathrooms,
hardwood flooring, walk-in
closets, and push-button panels
guests use to control lighting
and window shades and call for
a butler day or night. Dine in
Masala Art, the hotel’s acclaimed
modern Indian restaurant; and
Taj Palace Hotel, New Delhi
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paulo barata (musicians and fort), Bill Bachmann (man)

The Maharajas’ Express makes two round-trip excursions from Delhi and two between Delhi and
Mumbai, and the company suggests guests spend at least one night in a hotel at the points of arrival
and departure. Consider these five luxury-lodging options.

We arrive to this kind of scene
most everywhere, including
Gwailor’s train station. As we
walk away from the Maharajas’
Express toward the band that’s
playing in front of our tour bus,
dozens of locals, mostly men,
line our way. They stand like
statues, hands behind their backs,
staring at us. A few take our
pictures. We draw these stares
everywhere. Smiles, too. As our
bus winds through the teeming
streets and terrifying traffic, kids
jump up and down and wave.
Then we see more smiles while
climbing a steep mountain pass
on the way to an eighth-century
fort that overlooks Gwalior. This
time, though, the smiles are on
the faces of statues carved into
the mountainside. The largest
one, a representation of the Jain
saint Adinath, stands more than
40 feet high. A photographer from
a local paper snaps our picture
at a decaying fort decorated with
blue and yellow tiles depicting
elephants, crocodiles, and ducks.
Yellow ducks.
It’s a little cute for a fort. No
wonder, according to our local
guide, it changed hands a halfdozen times before British rule
took hold in India. History lessons
spice our trip, sometimes from
English-speaking guides, this
time from Divyabhanusinh
Chavda, the president of India’s
World Wide Fund for Nature and
our trip’s guest lecturer. An expert
in some aspect of Indian culture
rides along on each of the three
different tour itineraries offered
by the Maharajas’ Express. Since
the itinerary I’m on is “Classical
India,” it makes sense that
Chavda’s expertise is history.
But, although he’s an engaging
character who sports an Indiana
Jones fedora and speaks with a
charming, bippity-bop accent,
most of his lessons don’t capture
my attention. Except for one —
about the tigers.

Fram Petit (Taj Palace, Mumbai)

Maharaja-Style Lodging

t is 8:30 a.m. on Day 4 of our trip, and
the Maharajas’ Express chugs its way
toward Umaria, near the Bandhavgarh
National Park. Today, we’re going
on safari, hoping to spot some tigers.
I have just gotten our morning wake-up
call from Dashrath, the always smiling,
mustachioed valet responsible for the rooms
in our car. We’re in “Pukhraj” (Hindi for
“yellow sapphire”), the next-to-last passenger
car on the train, which stretches more than
a third of a mile, meaning it’s a five-minute
walk to the kitchen. Yet Dashrath arrives each
morning with two cups of piping-hot coffee,
served in gold-handled mugs. “Would you
like something else?” Dashrath always asks,
swaying his head side to side. “Maybe some
fresh fruit or juice?”
Today, it’s just the coffee and a plate of
cookies, which we enjoy while watching
lush farmland roll by. The flat-screen TV
in the suite gets HBO and ESPN, but the
entertainment is better outside the large,
rectangular train windows. They’re like highdef TVs tuned to the National Geographic
channel. Except, on the other side of this
glass, there are no wires and liquid crystals,
just actual people riding on ox-driven carts.
A couple of hours later, we see some oxen up
close while touring Saddupura, a 700-person
farming village bordering Bandhavgarh
forest. Village kids follow us, pressing their
palms together and saying in unison “Hari
Om” every time we make a turn. They
giggle when we return the phrase. A fellow
passenger from Delhi tells me later the phrase
means something like “God be with you.” It
is an atypical greeting in this part of India.
“Namaskar” or “Namaste” are more common.
But in a country with 22 official languages,

you can’t expect everyone to
agree on how to say “Hi.”
We temporary maharajas
do agree on one thing: The
Monsoon Forest resort, just
outside Saddupura, serves the
trip’s best Indian food. As we dine
outside, under a mahua tree,
Chavda talks tigers. “It is a damn
shame,” he says about the fate of
the wild tigers, whose numbers
in India have cascaded from
the tens of thousands to just
about 1,400. Guess who killed a
lot of them? Maharajas. Guess
why India’s royalty (and plenty of

amazing
Journey:
On the train
trek, get up
close to the
people of
India, as well
as to historic
sites like
an eighthcentury fort
in Gwailor
(above, right).

British people) hunted them for
trophies? Because India needed
to clear forests to expand its rail
lines. “I do not blame any one
group for what has happened
to the tigers,” Chavda says. Yet,
as someone pretending to be
a maharaja while riding on a
train going right through former
forestland, I now feel guilty.
It’s not the first time I’ve felt this
way. The tinted windows of the
opulent Maharajas’ Express keep
people on the outside from seeing
us, but I can see outside. Many of
the views have been breathtaking;
others, heartbreaking. The slums.
The sanitation, or lack thereof.
The naked children. The bitter
truth about India: 42 percent of
its 1.15 billion people live on less
than $1.25 a day. Somehow we’re
supposed to swallow those truths
along with the sauvignon blanc
served in crystal glasses. But how?
The San Francisco Politicos, the
Friends of Bill, advise me this way:
“You can’t help everyone here. But
you give where you can.”
For the Politicos — an Indianborn U.S. citizen who heads a
tech company and his wife — that
means giving to Dhruv Singh, an
Indian educated in Georgetown
(Washington, D.C.), who runs
Monsoon Forest. Singh’s resort
is also a reforestation project.
He pays the local villagers to
plant trees, giving them a muchneeded cash source, and giving
s p r i n g 2011
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The crowds and the chaos
and the spiritualism do
indeed make India special.
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another
world:
In Varanasi,
get in the
thick of it
with unique
merchants
(right), and
traffic that
makes your
usual rush
hour seem
like a dream
(below).

we head deep into Bandhavgarh
National Park. Suddenly the
parade slides to a stop. “Look,
look, look!” the guides scream.
Three tigers — a mother and her
two nearly full-sized cubs — are
in the brush. They move toward
dense woods, where deer sound
a distress call. Two deer then
spring from the woods, one
nearly crashing into a jeep. A
tiger in pursuit stops short of the
road. Our fault. The jeeps have
momentarily spooked it. Minutes
later, the mother tiger ventures
out. She turns to face the jeeps,
opens her mouth, and growls.
There’s not one gun among all of
us, so if this tiger wants to take
revenge on some “maharajas,”
she will. Fortunately, she just
wants some venison.

M

e? I just want to buy
something. Five days into
our tour, we’ve had only one
shopping opportunity. That
was outside the Khajuraho
Group of Monuments, a UNESCO World
Heritage Site where 1,000-year-old Hindu
and Jain temples are decorated with some
graphically sexual carvings. As we walked
toward the monuments, teenagers swarmed
our group offering Kama Sutra books. “You
like a book, sir, ma’am?” began one kid’s sales
pitch. “It is for exercise.”
We passed. But we get another shot at
shopping — albeit of a different kind — in
Varanasi, one of India’s most sacred cities.
There, our group visits a weaving colony
where locals use looms to make arguably
the finest silk products in all of India for
miniscule profits. Varanasi’s weavers have
struggled in recent years as cheap Chinese
silk has undercut their margins and softened
demand for their artisanal wares. This gives
me a chance to “give where you can,” at a
community-run shop called Silk Khazana. A
merchant sits, yoga-style, on a raised platform
in front of us, and we take our seats on a
bench across from him. An assistant pulls
scarves and bed linens and saris and pillow
covers and so on from the shelves behind
him and unfurls them, one after another.
This is shopping in India. See as much as
you like, buy whatever you want. We buy

Jan Butchofsky/Houserstock (rickshaw), Dineesh khanna (merchant)

the tigers and other wildlife
much-needed habitat. On the
day we visit, the Politicos pull
out a zip-close bag packed with
Indian rupees. They hand Singh
what looks like 50,000 rupees, or
more than $1,000, and promise
to send more money by check.
Singh touches their feet in a sign
of respect and gratitude. No, you
can’t help everyone, but if you’ve
got a bag of cash, you can do this.
There’s something else you
can’t do in India. “You can never
count on seeing a tiger in the
wild,” Chavda tells us. “It is a rare
thing. But if you are going to see
one, Bandhavgarh may be the
best place in the world.”
An hour after this admonition,
our group is divided into a parade
of jeeps, each with a guide, and

plenty, including an elaborate,
hand-sewn rendering of Ganesh,
an elephant-headed god who, I
discover later, is India’s patron
saint of writers.
Now feeling more spiritual, we
head to an evening boat ride down
the Ganges, where we see funeral
pyres burning along the banks
and witness a Hindu funeral.
Afterward, our tour guides spring
a surprise. About a half-mile from
the riverbank, a fleet of bicycle
rickshaws awaits. The bikes take
us on a half-hour ride through the
center of this city of 1.4 million
people. The traffic, as it has been
everywhere, is mind-numbing.
Cars. Bikes. Pedestrians. Cows.
Pigs. Guys pulling carts. Animals
pulling carts. Guys pulling
animals. All of these things share
the road in the most haphazard,
unorganized way imaginable.
Actually, forget the “imaginable”
part. You can’t imagine it.
That’s what I’m thinking as
we’re pedaled through the streets
by a man wearing no shoes and
with cars heading directly at
us, only to swerve away at the
last minute. I don’t reach for my
camera and I don’t take out my
notebook. Because right there on
the back of that bike in the middle
of that madness, I reach my true
moment of enlightenment. After
a week aboard the Maharajas’
Express, I realize that the
crowds and the chaos and the
spiritualism do indeed make
India special. But they also make
it nearly indescribable. It’s a place
you simply must see to believe.
And while there are as many
ways to see this country as there
are people and cows and carts
and bicycles on the streets of
Varanasi, if you can witness some
of India while drinking coffee
from a gold-handled mug and
looking out the tinted window
of a ritzy hotel room on wheels,
well, then, consider yourself one
lucky maharaja.

Canada’s Rocky Mountaineer

Want to Stay Closer to Home?
A Canadian ride a die-hard golfer can’t resist

T

raveling foreign land
by rail has been forever
romanticized, and I’m
ready to see for myself.
My goal: Golf my way through
the Canadian Rockies by riding
the Rocky Mountaineer from
Banff, Alberta, westward to
Vancouver. My excursion is an
abbreviated preview of a luxury
package that debuts in June:
the Rocky Mountaineer Rail &
Winery Tour along the “First
Passage to the West” route. The
name of the first-class, eight-day
experience — which, unlike my
preview, will run from Vancouver
eastward — is deceiving; besides
wineries, the package offers
opportunities for intermittent
stops at upscale golf courses, the
reason for my booking.
At the Calgary airport, I grab
an 80-minute motor coach to
Banff, where my journey officially
starts when I check into the
Fairmont Banff Springs Resort.
Avid golfers don’t visit Alberta
without playing the Fairmont’s
renowned Stanley Thompson
18, which I gladly do the next
morning with the small group
of fellow golfers who’ve also
signed up for the preview. The
straightforward, challenging,
and elevation-changing layout
epitomizes classic golf, and the
backdrops heighten the round
to something spectacular:
Snowcaps are visible from
everywhere, as are waterfalls, the

BY

castlelike hotel itself, and wildlife
that sometimes cozies right up
to the fairways.
The next morning, we board
the Rocky Mountaineer and claim
our first-class GoldLeaf seats,
upstairs under a glass-domed
roof and above a dining room
and library downstairs. As the
train embarks, porters bring
around hot towels and sparkling
orange juice, then propose their
customary trip-starting toast. For
11 hours, we’re awed by dazzling
panoramas, including mountains,
waterfalls, glacial water, raging
rivers, and the likes of elk, goats,
sheep, and bears. When a porter
announces a cinnamon bear
on the right, we gush from our
luxurious cushioned seats that
recline to near horizontal.
For breakfast, I savor a
mozzarella omelet with ham,
asparagus, and roasted potatoes
along with juice, coffee, and
croissant — served on fine
dinnerware and linen tablecloths,
as are all meals. Afterward, I spot
rafters negotiating whitewater
rapids. Just before lunch, we
cross the Stoney Creek Bridge,
which spans 500 feet, hovering
325 feet above the creek. As we
later enter British Columbia, we’re
treated to views of stunning
Mara Lake and cottage towns
along the Shuswap Lake as we
near quaint Kamloops.
After an overnight stay at the
rustic South Thompson Guest

SCOTT KRAMER

Ranch, it’s time for golf again,
and we’re eager. Following an
hourlong bus ride to Predator
Ridge in Vernon, we play the toprated Predator course and tour
the recently added Doug Carrickdesigned Ridge layout, which
sports elevated vistas of scenic
Okanagan Valley. This region is
British Columbia’s Napa Valley,
so we naturally cap this day with
dinner and a few toasts at the
Gray Monk Estate Winery, one
of the oldest of 75 local wineries,
then bed down in spacious suites
at the Predator Ridge Lodge.
The next morning, my golf
buddies head on to Harvest
Golf Club in Kelowna, another
acclaimed layout. For scheduling
reasons, I return to the Rocky
Mountaineer for the all-day ride
from Kamloops to Vancouver,
not too bummed since I’ve
played Harvest before. The train
mostly passes desert topography
until we start approaching the
city, when the scenery gradually
becomes more breathtaking
— bright-green farmland, river
crossings, salmon waters, and
staggering mountains. After
disembarking at the downtown
depot, I settle in for the night
at the nearby Fairmont Hotel
Vancouver, plenty satisfied with
my golf-by-rail experience.
Details: GoldLeaf packages start
at $5,499 per person. 800-6657245, rockymountaineer.com
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